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OVERVIEW OF THE COLLECTION

Dates: circa 1919 - 1994

Extent: 868 copy negatives, 2 CDs

Language and Scripts: The collection is in English.

Name of creator(s): Cook Inlet Historical Society

Administrative/Biographical History:
The Cook Inlet Historical Society (CIHS) is a private, non-profit historical society founded in 1955 to foster discussion, research, and publication of the history and ethnography of the Anchorage and Cook Inlet regions of Alaska. CIHS was the principal organization responsible for the establishment of the Anchorage Museum in 1968 and its collections formed the core of the Museum collections.

The Anchorage Pioneer Album was developed and assembled by John Bagoy of Anchorage. The project was sponsored by the Cook Inlet Historical Society and led to the creation of the Anchorage Pioneer Families Exhibition (1994-2000) at the Anchorage Museum.

Scope and Content Description:
This collection consists of 868 copy negatives, 2 CDs, and print outs with biographical information about early European-American and Japanese-American Anchorage families.

(Updated as of 02/18/2022)
Arrangement:
Original order maintained.

CONDITIONS GOVERNING ACCESS AND USE

Restrictions on Access: The collection is open for research use.

Physical Access: Original items in good condition.

Technical Access: No special equipment is needed to access the materials.

Conditions Governing Reproduction and Use:
The Anchorage Museum is the owner of the materials and makes available reproductions for research, publication, and other uses. Written permission must be obtained from the Anchorage Museum before any reproduction use. The Anchorage Museum does not necessarily hold copyright to all of the materials in the collections. In some cases, permission for use may require seeking additional authorization from the copyright owners.

Preferred Citation:
Anchorage Pioneer Family Album Negatives Collection, Anchorage Museum, B2000.003

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

Acquisition and Appraisal Information
Donated by John Bagoy for the Cook Inlet Historical Society in January 2000.

RELATED MATERIALS
B2004.011, John Bagoy Pioneer Collection
B2017.004, Cook Inlet Historical Society Legends & Legacies, Anchorage, 1910-1940 Project

SUBJECTS
Bagoy, John (1922-2005)
Pioneers—Alaska—Anchorage
Frontier and pioneer life—Alaska—Anchorage
Anchorage (Alaska)

Detailed Description of the Collection

B1
Folder 1
CD, First Family Images
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Folder 2
.1-.13 – Intro
.14-.24 – Allen [individuals in images include Jerry T. Allen, Albina Kodym Ames, Jerry A. Allen, Jerry. L. Allen]
.37-.49 – Amundsen - [individuals in images include Ernest I. Amundsen, Victoria Amundsen, Iver Amundsen, Ernest Amundsen, Betty Lou Amundsen Webster, Charles Amundsen]
.50-.62 – Anderson [individuals in images include Anton A. Anderson, Alma Florence Menge Anderson, Jean Anderson Graves, Patricia Anderson, Shelby Anderson Argens]
.63-.69 – Andersen [individuals in images include Clark Dennis Andersen, Marjorie “Midge” Reeve Andersen, Scarlett Kay Andersen DuBois, Judy Andersen Rosenberg, Candice Andersen Jennings, Mortiz Andersen, Rich Andersen, John Andersen]
.70-.88 – Bagoy [individuals in images include John Benedict Bagoy, Marie Antoinette Vlahusic’ Bagoy, Peter J. Bagoy, Doris Bagoy Faroe, Mary Bagoy Lakshas, Eileen Bagoy Bell, Gabrielle Bagoy Holm, John P. Bagoy]
.101-.112 – Berry [individuals in images include Lillie Burbank Berry, Frank O. Berry, John O’Neil, Catherine Burbank O’Neil, Frank E. Berry]
.113-.122 – Bittner/Schultz [individuals in images include Anna Ashton, Catherine Ashton Schultz Bittner, Harry J. Schultz, William E. “Bill” Schultz Bittner, Edward “Ed” Bittner]
.123-.130 – Bowman [individuals in images include Fred Earl Bowman, Anna Anholm Bowman, Henry Franklin Bowman, Howard Bowman, Edward Bowman, Howard Bowman]
.131-.139 – Bystedt [individuals in images include Anna Othila Johnson Bystedt, Nels Gustav “Gust” Bystedt, Anna Elizabeth Bystedt Mathewson, James A. Bystedt, Theodore G. Bystedt, Peter N. Bystedt]

Folder 3
.140-.148 – Carlson [individuals in images include Edward Carlson, Jenny Vike Carlson, Ruth Carlson Libbey, Robert E. Carlson, Thelma Carlson Bell]
.149-.156 – Cavanaugh [individuals in images include Agnes Ross Cavanaugh, Peter J. Cavanaugh, Emmett C. Cavanaugh, Catherine Cavanaugh Weimer, Norman F. Cavanaugh]
.157-.167 – Courtney [Martha Glasock Courtney, Robert M. Courtney Sr., Ralph Wallace Courtney Sr., Vanny Jones Courtney, Ralph W. Courtney Jr., Bronwen Courtney Jones, Vivian Jones]
.168-.174 – Crawford [individuals in images include John Horatio Crawford, Nellie May Heilman Crawford, Leroy Crawford, Bertha Crawford Meier]
.175-.188 – Crocker [individuals in images include Ulysses Grant “U.G.” Crocker, Ida “Mary” Crocker, Eugene Crocker Sr.]
.189-.198 – Cunningham [individuals in images include John Todd “J.T.” Cunningham, Eva Lockhart Cunningham, Dorothy Cunningham Dubliner, J.T. “Todd” Cunningham Jr.]
.199-.209 – Enatti [individuals in images include William Enatti, Emma Wirkkala Enatti, Helve Enatti, Sigrid Enatti Karabelnikoff]

.210-.220 – Erickson, Arne [individuals in images include Josephine Johanson Erickson, Arne Simon Kristofer Erickson, Hans G. Erickson, John A. Erickson, John L. Erickson, Edith Erickson Colley]

.221-.230 – Erickson, John [individuals in images include John Hugo Erickson, Ingeborg Hagqvist Hendrickson Erickson, Ebba Erickson Montgomery, Alva Erickson Davey, John Leonard Erickson, Edith Erickson Colley]

.231-.240 – Ervin [individuals in images include Winfield Ervin Sr., Theora McNall Ervin, Ernest Wells Ervin, Martha Henrietta Ervin Maxwell, Winfield Ervin Jr.]

.241-.258 – Gelles [individuals in images include Gustav “Gus” Gelles, Wanda Nolan Gelles, Robert W. Gelles, Kathryn Gelles Urie, Wanda Gelles Griffin, Guy Waddell]

.259-.268 – Gottstein [individuals in images include Anna Jacobs Gottstein, Jacob B. “Jake” Gottstein, Miriam “Molly” Gottstein Oyer, Barnard J. “Barney” Gottstein]

Folder 4

.269-.289 – Harlacher [individuals in images include Margaret Elliot Harlacher, Emil Harlacher, Betty Ann Harlacher Kampfer, Dorothy Jean Harlacher Larsen]

.290-.308 – Harrison [individuals in images include Bessie Harrison Sullivan, Jack Harrison, Wilma Harrison, Daily Sullivan, Charles Sullivan, Doris Sullivan, Anne Lorene Cuthbertson Harrison]

.309-.316 – Hill [individuals in images include Harry J. Hill, Elsie Edmiston Hill, Donald Hill, Sylvia Ringstad]

.317-.322 – Howe [individuals in images include Fred Howe, Ellen Pukkila Stolt Howe, William “Bill” Stolt, Lilian “Lily” Rivers Stolt, Paul Howe]


.357-.366 – Johnson, Vic [individuals in images include Victor Johnson, Elin Elizabeth Martinson Johnson, Donald V. Johnson, John M. Johnson, Elizabeth Johnson Gahnberg]

.367-.377 – Jones [individuals in images include Bronwen Morgan Jones, Evan William Jones, Vanny Jones Courtney Davenport, Vivian Jones Teeland, Martha Bernice Jones Visger, Margaret Jones Bennett]

.378-.388 – Kimball [individuals in images include Irving Leonard “Irv” or “I.R.” Kimball, Della Kimball, Moritz Andersen, Decema Kimball Andersen, Vera Kimball Castles]


.397-.406 – Knapp [individuals in images include Jacob Clay “Chick” Knapp Sr., Edith Griffin Knapp, Jacob C. Knapp Jr., John F. “Jack” Knapp]
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Folder 5
.407-.424 – Koslosky [individuals in images include Isaac “Ike” Koslosky, Lena Schindleman Koslosky, Harold Koslosky, Gladys Koslosky Kravetz, Jan Koslosky, Leo Koslosky, Ralph “Bud” Koslosky]

Folder 5
.425-.434 – Landstrom [individuals in images include Elizabeth Jansson Landstrom, Andrew John Landstrom, Elizabeth Landstrom, Evelyn Landstrom Martin, Franklin Landstrom, Jean Landstrom Donatello]
.435-.452 – Larson [individuals in images include Raymond C. “Ray” or “R.C” Larson, Ann Thompson Larson, Helen Larson Seeley, Lawlor Seeley, Ceil Thompson, Isabel Thompson]
.453-.465 – Leckvold [individuals in images include Ingvald Martin Persen Leckvold, Mattie Gilbertson Leckvold, Marcella Leckvold, Harry Leckvold, Weldon Leckvold]
.466-.477 – Longacre [individuals in images include John J. Longacre, Edyth McKiernan Longacre, Dora Jean Longacre Dennis, John J. Longacre Jr., A.C. Craig, Carl Martin, Ralph Moyer, Joseph Conroy, Leopold David, Sherman Duggan, Isidore “Ike” Bayles, Frank Ivan Reed, D.H. Williams]
.478-.485 – Lottsfeldt [individuals in images include Carl F. Lottsfeldt Sr., Carl F. “Buzz” Lottsfeldt Jr., Sophia Lottsfeldt, Ernest Gruening]
.486-.498 – McCutcheon [individuals in images include Herbert Hazard “H.H.” McCutcheon, Clara Johanna Krueger McCutcheon, Stephen D. McCutcheon, Stanley J. McCutcheon]
.499-.513 – McDannel [individuals in images include John Casey McDannel, Mary Davis Dempsey McDannel, Mary McDannel Patterson, Helen McDannel Osborne, John Casey “J. Casey” McDannel, Lucy McDannel Whitehead]
.514-.523 – Marsch [individuals in images include Paul Albert Marsch, Eleanor Welch Marsch, Burton “Burt” Marsch, Peggy Marsch Enberg]
.524-.535 – Martin [individuals in images include Carl E. Martin, Lucille Black Martin, Carl Martin Jr., Dorothy Martin Rogers, Bonnie Martin McGee]
.536-.551 – Meier [individuals in images include Paul Emil Julius Meier, Odilla “Odile” Marcotte Meier, Edwin L. “Eddie” Meier, Paul H. Meier, Herman Meier, Alvin Meier, Sylvan P. “Snooks” Meier, Arthur “Art” Meier, Edwin Meier]
.552-.560 – Mikami [individuals in images include Goro “George” Mikami, Mine’ Morioka Mikami, Alice Sachiko Mikami Snodgrass, Mary Mikami Rouse, Harry Mikami, Flora Mikami Newcomb]
.571-.585 – Niemi [individuals in images include August Victor Niemi, Maria Sofia Mikkola Niemi, Helen Elizabeth Niemi Carlquist, William J. Niemi, Waino A. Niemi, Walter T. Niemi, Hilda Gertrude Niemi Kellner, Hilma Josephtine Niemi Saario]

Folder 6
.586-.595 – Ohls [individuals in images include Werner Ohls, Ida Fisher Ohls, Andrew Ohls, Victor Ohls, Karl E. Ohls, Ellen Ohls Harvey]
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Folder 7

.746-.758 – Sperstad [individuals in images include Anna Serina Abrahamson Sperstad, Engelhard “Ed” Konrad Sperstad, John A. Sperstad, Thomas W. Sperstad, Evelyn Ann Sperstad Watsjold, Hope Lucille Sperstad Lowe]

.759-.770 – Staser [individuals in images include Barbara Francetta De Pencier Staser, Henry Ingle Staser, Jeanne Staser Redmond, Bruce Staser, Beverly “George” Staser, Noel Wien]

.771-.778 – Stipp [individuals in images include Bertha Hubbard Stipp, Logan Stipp, Wanda Stipp]

.779-.790 – Stoddard [individuals in images include Esther Graham Stipp, Dayton W. Stoddard, Fay Stoddard Eskilson, Beth Stoddard Allen, Dorothy Stoddard Walling, Vivian Stoddard Laurie]
.791-.806 – Strutz [individuals in images include Aline Sawhill Strutz, Louis Strutz, Joan Strutz Nattress, Gayle Strutz Ryan, Erma Lee Strutz Hickel, Lloyd L. Strutz, Richard K. Strutz]
.807-.819 – Swanson [individuals in images include Aileen Lowell Swanson, Paul R. Swanson, Paul S. Swanson, Jack Houston, Pauline Swanson Magnusen, Gloria Swanson Carlson]
.820-.827 – Teeland [individuals in images include Kate Norris Teeland, John Teeland, May Teeland Bowman, Hazel Teeland Ostrander, Walter Teeland, Mabel Teeland Holbrook, Vivian Jones Teeland]
.828-.835 – Tryck [individuals in images include Lillian “Blanche” Tipping Tryck, Oscar Tryck, William Tryck, Charles Tryck]
.836-.844 – Van Zanten [individuals in images include Johanna Helena Mathot Van Zanten, James Jacobus Everardus Van Zanten, John Jacob “Jack” Van Zanten, Helen Van Zanten Gilbert, Dorothy Van Zanten Secondi, Bertha Van Zanten Porter]
.845-.852 – Wahl [individuals in images include Milja Wahl, Charles Wahl, Irma Wahl Crocker, Linda Crocker]
.853-.868 – Wennerstrom [individuals in images include Violet “Mae” Elliott Wennerstrom, Bertel “Burt” or “Beans” A. Wennerstrom, Bruce Wennerstrom, Justin Wennerstrom, Harold Elliott Wennerstrom, Violet Lucy Ball Elliott, William Sherman Elliott]

Guide written: February 18, 2022